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Introduction – the problem of digital preservation
The digitisation of texts, images, data sources, films and video recordings is now a common activity in organizations of many kinds and, at the same time, we see a massive increase in the volume of material that is ‘born digital’.  Indeed, that volume is so great that it has been calculated that more digital material is now produced than can be stored (IDC, 2008).  That may seem paradoxical, but if you use a camera phone, you are likely to have several megabytes of photographic data stored on it – multiply that by the number of camera phones in existence (at the beginning of 2012 there were estimated to be 5.9 billion mobile phones in the world – and probably the majority of these have a camera), and one immediately gets a sense of the scale of the problem.
Digitisation, especially the digitisation of the cultural heritage, is seen as a way of preserving that heritage for the future.  Consequently, national libraries all over the world have significant digitisation programmes covering rare materials, manuscripts, images and more. National archives are engaged in the same activity and any family history researcher is now able to search church records and the national census for facts about their family.
However, digitisation is not preservation; it is merely the transfer of a record into a different format and, just as the printed book or the rare manuscript needs special conditions for its preservation, so special steps must be taken to ensure that the digital record is readable in the future.  Here, we are not talking about a remote future – one, two or three thousand years ahead – but perhaps only five, ten or twenty years.  The reason, of course, is that technological change now happens at such a pace that storage media, formats, operating systems and application programs are outdated within five to ten years.  Some storage media that once were common, such as floppy discs, are no longer readable on modern desktop computers, simply because there is now no built-in reading device. Compact discs have been replaced by DVDs and they are in the process of becoming redundant as the USB drive takes their place.  Who, now, has a Zip drive on their PC?  With the increase in making software only downloadable, storage devices may disappear altogether and if ‘software as a service’ develops as some anticipate, the need for local storage of computer programs will diminish.
The SHAMAN Project, funded by the EU under the Seventh Framework Programme was designed to explore this problem of digital preservation and to propose solutions. The acronym is formed from “Sustaining Heritage Access through Multivalent ArchiviNg”, which tells us something about the original concept and the proposed solution, ‘Multivalent’ being a suite of programmes for the viewing and use of digital documents in different formats. The Project partners represented seven countries and sixteen organizations and the total funding was €8.4 million between 2008-2011. The project teams or ‘work packages’ dealt with different technical aspects of the proposed solutions as well as with the case organizations’ requirements, training, evaluation and dissemination. The aim of this paper is to provide a general account of the project and its results.
Experimenting with possible solutions to the problem of digital preservation
Given the vulnerability of digitized or digitally born content which presents information economies with a massive problem and is endangering cultural heritage on an unprecedented scale, the potential fallout for knowledge-based economies and cultural identities prompted interest from funding agencies to find solutions. As one of these endeavours, SHAMAN set ambitious goals, including the following:
· Develop a next generation digital preservation framework, with the respective tools for the analysis, ingestion, management, access and re-use of information objects and data across libraries and archives;
· Provide concrete application context for research and development results in SHAMAN by integrating them into three prototypes to support trials;
· Evaluate, validate and promote these prototypes based on their take-up in three different domains with a tradition in, or prospective needs for, long-term digital preservation, namely memory institutions, industrial design and engineering, and e-science;
· Implement these prototypes within three so-called Integration & Demonstration Subprojects (ISP), devoted to the following domains:

· ISP-1 – Document production, archiving, access and re-use in the context of memory institutions for scientific and governmental collections;
· ISP-2 – Simple and connected object production, archiving and re-use in the industrial design and engineering domain;
· ISP-3 – E-science data-acquisition and harmonization test-bed.

In other words, SHAMAN aimed to develop and demonstrate a method for preserving digital content which is applicable in any setting where long-term access is required. The project began with two assumptions: first, that the proposed ‘Multivalent’ technology is key to providing long-term access in any setting, and, secondly, that the ideal method of delivery for a range of required underlying services (such as automated policy implementation)  is via a Grid-like infrastructure. 

To meet its goals, the project began by articulating a theory of preservation and by building a respective reference architecture to prove its viability. Then, implementations of this reference architecture were deployed in the above three, very different application environments, to demonstrate the wide variety of use cases to which the model and its architecture are applicable. Some of these settings were realised through partners in the SHAMAN project; others required bringing organizations outside the consortium into the project.
During the first period of SHAMAN, the primary deliverables were written up, centred upon the early task of developing the theory of digital preservation and the reference architecture by validating it against other reference models and methodologies in the field. The project was also scheduled to conduct early dissemination activities and to begin work on a selection of other work packages, including training, the development of preservation interfaces and media engines, context capturing, data grid implementation, and the harmonisation of ingest, outreach and management in shared collections. These objectives were set to lay the groundwork for the later stages of the project, inducing cross-consortium agreement on the general principles derived from studying the needs in memory institutions, industrial design and e-Science.
As the overall aim for the first year was to establish and launch the basic structures and procedures for running the project, during the second year work was mainly focused on the memory institutions prototype utilising component research results from the different work packages in competence areas of the project. Based on this, in the third year the same infrastructure was demonstrated to be useful for the digital preservation of engineering processes in the manufacturing industry, whereas in the final year, limited efforts were paid to relate the findings to e-science. This overall progress was paralleled by more and more  dissemination and outreach activities, leading to the evaluation of the available prototypes by international third parties. 
Contributions to SHAMAN by the Swedish School of Library and Information Science
The Swedish School of Library and Information Science (SSLIS) contributed to the SHAMAN project in two priority areas:  (1) theory and application development in the field of advanced access to digital objects, and (2) user requirements analysis and demonstrator evaluation. Below we briefly outline the nature, findings and implications of these contributions. 

Research into the scalable automation of evolving index term and document classifications

The first aspect of SSLIS’s technical research was focusing on methodologies of advanced document analysis, categorization and access with their first evaluations as part of the SHAMAN framework of digital preservation and as examples of extended functionalities for the memory institutions prototype. Its overarching angle was to find new sources of information, with new representation opportunities, for machine-learning-based document indexing, categorization and retrieval. 

Whereas our work progressed in tandem with other SHAMAN partners’ research in the field of visual document retrieval based on document layout, a kind of information universally ignored this far, plus text mining as applied to a very large set of linked XML documents with important content and links such as those in Web pages, we were interested in the phenomenon of language change as experienced in text collections, and the modelling of the temporal and semantic aspects thereof. These two were combined in the concept of evolving semantics, and the hypothesis of word and sentence meaning behaving like a gravitational potential field in physics (Darányi and Wittek, 2012b).

Working with memory institutions having immense indexing and categorization needs, but with limited computing capacity, this work addressed the data-intensive side of digital preservation. We were especially interested to contrast grid computing and utility computing, also known as cloud computing, as solutions to this problem. The underlying idea was to treat computing resources as a metered service, like electricity or natural gas. Under this model, a user can dynamically access required computing resources from a (cloud) provider on demand and pay only for what is consumed. This model is ideally suitable for digital preservation: institutions or companies can outsource their ad-hoc computational requirements to the cloud provider, then store the results locally on low-cost Web servers in a persistent manner. Our experiments with a large real-world XML document collection revealed that the costs are indeed low, but algorithms already adapted to the cloud paradigm need further refinement (Wittek et al., 2011; Wittek and Darányi 2011a; Wittek and Darányi 2011b).

We also tested a novel text categorization method for digital libraries. To this end we departed from the assumption that the current mainstream methodology to represent semantic information as vectors is in fact a limitation for the respective models, whereas mathematical objects with a representation capacity higher than that of vectors also exist. Based on the support vector machines (SVM) classification algorithm, our new kernel method integrated external structured linguistic knowledge into wavelets, a family of functions in Hilbert space. These can be used to encode index terms and their sums as documents and queries. The first series of results from standard test collections showed competitive performance but scalability tests will have to be continued (Darányi, Wittek and Dobreva, 2011). Moreover, as wavelets can be perceived to possess mathematical “energy” suitable for the modelling of semantics, the computation of document content energy surfaces became possible and opened up a new research direction (Wittek and Darányi, 2011c; Wittek and Darányi, 2011d; Darányi and Wittek, 2012b).

Research into the role of context and policies in digital preservation

The second aspect of our research was to look at advanced access to digital objects against the backdrop of context and policies in digital preservation (DP). On the one hand, it was evident that as we humans use symbols and rules to encode and process conceptual, semantic, emotional, aesthetic, functional etc. content, these aspects of information are embedded and can be neither transmitted nor preserved without their local contexts. On the other hand, the above rule-based behaviour translates to policies in the institutional context, and these are essential to reproduce the behaviour of e.g., a memory institution with regard to evolving symbolic content in its curation. 

In digital preservation, the purpose of policies is to state the principles that guide the curation of collections. Hence, policies provide a framework for decision making, but also for the development, configuration and documentation of operational procedures based on risk assessments.

Policies encapsulate the 'what' of an organization or service. They describe the intentions of the organization, but not how those intentions are to be implemented or executed. As such policies make it easier for others to understand the purpose and intentions of any organization. They also help to ensure that an organization's business processes are in line with the intentions which gave rise to them. In Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA), policies are used as selectors for customizing services and routing requests to admissible implementations. 

Further, policies are most effective if they are part of multi-level frameworks which link core organizational business strategies to specific plans of actions and legal constraints. They are crucial when such bodies need to interact or interoperate as they identify and illustrate the terms of interaction or interoperation at three main levels: organisational, semantic, and technical (IDABC, 2004). In an interoperability scenario between two digital libraries, at an organizational level they will need to define basic policies for access, preservation of collections and services, payments and authentication, etc. At a semantic level they will need data and metadata policies; at a technical level they will need policies about formats, protocols and security systems, so that messages can be exchanged (Arms, 2001; Shen et al., 2008).

Policies are often natural language documents not implementable on their own. A procedure needs to be followed that results in implementable processes to enforce the policy by every workflow corresponding to a particular policy statement. The process must be traceable such that the link between policies and processes is captured. Hence the SHAMAN objective was to demonstrate the feasibility to automate preservation management policies. This implied enacting the preservation processes associated with respective policies and coordinating their execution in a flexible, robust way. To do so the required attributes of the information context of the preservation environment had to be formally defined to allow the descriptions of preservation management policies to be migrated into the future.  

It was in this particular framework that a version of the aforementioned evolving semantics, called conceptual dynamics, was introduced as an experimental basic research component (Darányi and Wittek, 2012c). Its purpose was to enable users of the SHAMAN digital preservation system to explore the changing linguistic contexts of index term use over time. As such evolving term clusters are underlying document classification, this method helped to extend the abilities of advanced access by the retrospective browsing of semantic content. We also concluded that such drilling down into different temporal layers of semantic content could be in principle expanded e.g. into the timestamp-based classification of workflows, and pave the way toward perceiving semantic or work content of digital objects as a quasi-physical field. 

We also showed that policies related to computationally demanding advanced services might be translated to a MapReduce framework frequently used in distributed and cloud computing. To test the feasibility of this assumption, we built a preservation workflow in a cloud processing environment to show that the process is smoothly running. Its architecture advanced the state-of-the-art in DP for the following reasons:

· The procurement of an expensive server or a grid can be replaced by service level agreements with the cloud provider;
· The flexibility is unprecedented in terms of scale and document process design;
· Ad-hoc peak computations that are typical in document processes are easily addressed;
· Persistent storage in the cloud is a viable alternative to local servers;
· The MapReduce framework enables an easy integration of various support services of DP, such as document migration, metadata extraction, natural language processing, full-text indexing and retrieval, and data mining (Wittek and Darányi, 2012a; Wittek and Darányi, 2012b).

Need for digital preservation within different organizational settings
As the SHAMAN project dealt with three ‘domains’,  i.e.,  cultural heritage organizations (specifically libraries and archives), industrial design and engineering, and e-science, requirements studies were carried out in all three areas and use cases developed on the basis of their findings.  The use cases then served as the basis for the design of systems. Another input for understanding of the needs for digital preservation in the three domains was received through the evaluation of the demonstrators and reference architecture produced by the technology developers of SHAMAN. The demonstrators integrated the main technology ideas and outcomes of research and presented them in the framework of the use cases used for collecting the requirements. In addition to actual feedback to the technological SHAMAN framework, the evaluation produced a deeper understanding of the environments that have changed in two to four years from the start of the project and a more diversified explanation of the needs for digital preservation.
Memory institutions
For cultural heritage institutions, the requirements study was carried out in the German National Library in Frankfurt, Germany. It has rich experience in digital preservation and related research since 2006. The experience of this library was indispensable in exploring the requirements and use cases for SHAMAN, because:
“Following its mid-term strategy the DNB currently builds the digital national library for Germany and digital preservation is one of the principal pillars of this effort. Elements of the mid-term strategy are:

· Long-term preservation is one of the central tasks of the DNB. An increasing number of heterogeneous digital objects have to be processed, predominantly in automated routines. This means that [DNB] needs a permanent improvement and adaption of existing workflows, and the establishment of new modules within those workflows… ;
· Ongoing development of digital preservation methods and tools. Digital Preservation is a relatively new area for scholarship and research and it can be stated that the development is still in its infancy. Therefore the DNB supports some initiatives and participates in a number of European and national projects, e.g. PARSE Insight (www.parse-insight.eu), SHAMAN (www.shaman-ip.eu/shaman) and KEEP (www.keep-project.eu/ezpub2/index.php). Another field of interest is to contribute in national collaborative actions and conceptual boards as well as in national and international standardization approaches and activities” (Altenhöner and Steinke, 2010).
The evaluation stage involved the following institutions, although the participants came from different libraries and archives in respective countries (museums were excluded from the project because of the nature of the collections used in demonstrators):
· The German National Library (DNB), in Frankfurt, Germany 
· Vilnius University Library, Lithuania; and 
· University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, United Kingdom
All the participants from various memory institutions involved in the process had executed the function of long-term preservation of physical items for a number of years and were concerned with digital preservation as a part of their overall functions. All of them had acquired experience of digitisation and digital preservation. Their highest concerns were directed towards the metadata amounts and standards, multiple preservation formats (especially, those that become obsolete), migration times, and storage capacity for the digital objects. They were interested in the reliability of preservation methods (migration and emulation), in access and authentication together with metadata and validation issues. Interoperability of the systems became relevant in the technology rich environments as there is a large amount of investment already put into information systems in libraries and new systems should be able to work together with the legacy ones. Memory institutions are also looking for greater discovery capacity, and usability seems to be more related to this feature than to the ease of technology use by professionals (SHAMAN, 2010).
However, it would be a mistake to think that memory institutions are a homogenized group as their needs and requirements differ greatly across the domain. Representatives of the archives community agreed on the benefits of SHAMAN’s authenticity validation function, but the library community was not so interested in this aspect.  The representatives of government information services remained unconvinced as to the need or benefit of grid technologies or distributed ingestion while librarians saw the value of grid access as an asset of the framework. Therefore, the actual digital preservation systems developed using SHAMAN and other research ideas should be tailored to meet the goals of the organization expressed in their digital preservation policies, the nature of the re-use of the digital objects handled by the institution. Independence from the future technology does not mean independence from the aims, nature of working tasks, or modes of behaviour of human beings. 
Industrial design and engineering
For industrial design and engineering, we have conducted evaluation in just one industrial design and engineering company, in which the requirements study was done. This was Philips Consumer Lifestyle Division and, more specifically, the Audio, Video, Multimedia and Accessories business area. This might have affected the outcome of the investigation.  The requirement study explored the legal use cases for the aircraft, medical and automotive industries and economic use cases for other types of products including consumer electronics. It suggested that the digital preservation system should be integrated with Product Life-cycle Management systems, should ensure the completeness of data in capturing and re-use and work seamlessly when it is needed (Wilkes et al., 2009).
However, in the evaluation phase it was clearly shown that the nature of the technology and the pace of development within the consumer electronics works against re-use of earlier technologies, although earlier ideas that were originally not capable of being realised in a product could be re-used. Such re-use appeared to depend more upon ensuring that the language in which earlier ideas were expressed was “understandable” to modern search capabilities in systems. The example was given of “3D television”, which was earlier known as a “stereoscopic display” (Maceviciute and Wilson, 2011 ).
There the long-term preservation was regarded as quite limited activity as the product information and documentation was retained only for 14 years after a certain product was stopped in production. Preservation systems seemed more useful in the areas where the legal requirements for keeping certain types of information and documentation for longer periods were in place. But even in these cases, the main feature for the systems was that they should be “invisible” to the engineering staff, who did not want to use their time in the preservation process. The re-use of previous solutions was not seen as enough justification to put significant resources into preservation systems (SHAMAN, 2011a).
E-science
For e-science we collected data on the preservation projects and practices of preservation in e-science and e-scholarship in several scholarly and scientific institutions in the Central Europe. 
E-humanities had quite sophisticated digital preservation practices in many areas. The projects were not huge due mainly to the lack of financing, but they had all the necessary elements inbuilt and were thought through to minute details. They were carried out together with mathematicians, programmers, software engineers, and others, but involved humanities researchers in many aspects: as ideologists, requirement architects, data curators, system operators, not to mention those who were using the preserved material, which consisted of sound recordings of various kinds, image and video recordings, language corpora databases, scholarly e-editions, academic dictionaries of various languages, historical archival documents, databanks of personalities, etc. In addition, there were classification schemes and thesauri developed for different fields in the humanities, such as, ethnography, archaeology, history, or literature, designed for accessing, appropriation and re-use of preserved digital materials. The need for preservation and re-use of the data was not disputed by anyone and the main worries were about who has the priority in using the materials. In fact, these small but comprehensive projects were quite similar in complexity and goals to those that memory institutions were implementing.
During the requirements exploration phase it seemed that natural scientists, mathematicians and technology scientists were not greatly interested in preservation as long as the results of their investigations in the form of publications are accessible for peers for a certain period. However, in four years we had an opportunity to witness quite different attitudes at the end of the project when conducting the evaluation of the project’s outcomes with scientists. We worked with engineering and physics researchers who expressed now a strong need for preservation of various types of data for future re-use. The following objects had to be preserved according to the engineering researchers:
· Original data, received from various sources, relating to various kinds of structures (e.g., dams and bridges), road accidents, water resources, etc. regardless of a statutory responsibility of research institutions. 
· Software programs used in the analysis of data, which needed to be maintained so that they could be re-run; for example, to enable new theories to be tested by modifying and re-running the software on the latest computing environment. At present, the possibilities were constrained by the need to maintain legacy systems, upon which such programs could be run and, consequently, a policy for the successful migration of programs from one computing environment to another was needed.
· Finally, the results of analysis (and any intermediate data generated by the analysis) needed to be preserved for comparison with future analyses. (SHAMAN, 2011b). 

The need for long-term preservation and the usefulness of the preserved data was indisputable. Some researchers had their own individual means of retaining the data from their previous activities and quite complicated storage and access means to it.  

In the area of fundamental physics (we did our evaluation in a European research institutes), which is very different from the applied technology interests, we experienced similar attitudes.  For example one of the participants in our focus groups stated: 
“We don't have a digital preservation policy and it's what we need, so for us, anything we can learn is useful. It was very valuable and we have ideas from that”. 
The scientists raised a number of issues: first, the issue of international collaboration on huge amounts of data from large-scale and extremely costly experiments (e.g., with the Large Hadron Collider at CERN), there was no need to preserve the original data on the location, since this was done through existing collaborative agreements. However, capturing the workflows of the experiments conducted by local researchers and preserving these, their associated data and software, was essential.  Standards did exist but there was a lack of policy to enforce these standards across the different groups of researchers on the location. Regarding the local research, the situation is similar to that of researchers in engineering: individual researchers have a great deal of autonomy over how they conducted their experiments. The experiments tended to consist of running programs they had developed themselves and what they did with the original data, the software and the intermediate data and results. Several obsolete machines were retained, although powered down, in the event that proprietary data format needed to be re-used. Re-use of old data or old programs arose when, for example, a new PhD student found a need to apply new theory to existing data analyses. This might involve revising the original program to explore new parameters in the existing data.  The long-term use was not disputed, but different elements involved in the experiments had different long-term value. 
Over the time of the project we had only a precursory glimpse into the areas of medicine and ecology, which also seemed to have somewhat different, but quite significant needs for long-term digital preservation of data.
Finally, we have to emphasize that in two of three domains of focus the need for digital preservation was expressed quite clearly, and in one it was conditional to the actual nature and area of work. All three domains of focus have assessed the SHAMAN framework ideas and their implementation as a useful tool for thinking about the future implementation of digital preservation systems. Each of them saw different value points in demonstrated and presented ideas: while memory institutions wanted time saving way of migration and automated metadata generation for a variety of formats and for large quantities of digital objects, the industrial design and engineering preferred a seamless integration of digital preservation features into the working systems without disrupting the work-flow of engineers, and e-science seemed most interested in the ways of future re-use of preserved data. All participants emphasized the value of the SHAMAN framework for the development of long-term digital preservation policies in relevant organizations.
Conclusion
The evaluators of the SHAMAN Project concluded that it had successfully achieved its aims and this has been recognized by the funding of at least two follow-up projects.  The evaluation of the demonstrators, as noted above, revealed a general acceptance of the proposed solutions and systems.  Partly, at least, as a result of the existence of the Project, many organizations are now much more aware of the issue of digital preservation than was the case previously.  A large number of digital preservation policy documents were created by the memory institutions and their governing during the last two years. It is impossible to trace them back to research and technology development projects, but at least it shows that the efforts to increase awareness of difference in technology solutions for digitisation and digital preservation is paying off.
Our present, technology-based society is based on the availability of energy and, if the record of civilisations past is any guide, we can fairly confidently predict its ultimate decline, unless real alternatives are found for our dependence upon fossil fuels, particularly oil and gas. Estimates of what is known as ‘peak oil and gas’, that is the date at which the production of oil and gas reach their upper limits and thereafter decline, range from 2010 – i.e., it has already happened – to 2030 (Endoil.org, no date; Wood et al., 2004).  If this is the case, how can our technological society be maintained?  The inability of governments to come to agreement on actions to reduce greenhouse gases and reduce global warming does not give us much hope that common solutions will easily be found.  Perhaps Brewster Kahle, the founder of the Internet Archive has the right idea in collecting copies of all the books that have been digitised  in order to ensure that the contents are preserved when the digital record, no matter how well preserved, becomes unreadable!
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